
Connecting the future
Vibor Paravic, GMC Deepwater, UK, describes how to reduce the cost of 
deepwater developments by expanding fleet use for new pipelaying activities.

The changes in the oil and gas market economics 
of the past 12 months have shone an unflattering 
light on the cost of offshore developments. This 
cost has been hidden by the high price of oil, and 

the quick time to investment recovery. With the change 
in economic climate and overall project economics, many 
operators are implementing initiatives to reduce the costs of 
offshore developments. While squeezing the margins in the 
supply chain can reduce some of the costs, the real prize of 
significant cost reductions is still elusive. The next step in 
cost reduction will come from applying technologies that 
challenge the status quo of offshore developments. One such 
technology is the Intelligently Connected Pipe (ICP™). 

What is ICP?
GMC Deepwater (GMC) – a deepwater product, engineering, 
and project management company that develops and 
produces enabling technologies – has developed a mechanical 
connector product line for risers and flowlines, to meet the 
emerging needs of the deepwater SURF market. By using 
mechanical connectors between prefabricated tubulars for 
flowline and riser applications, it eliminates the need for 
offshore welding, inspection and repair. By association, the 
move away from welding offshore means that lower cost and 
more efficient construction vessels replace the traditionally 
high cost pipelay assets. 
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The key element of the ICP solution is the fabrication 
process, where the pipe joining happens off the critical path in 
a controlled onshore environment. This assures a high degree 
of consistency in the joining process and produces joints 
with high fatigue resistance. Also, by moving the assembly of 
the pipe joints to an onshore location, the time consuming 
process is removed from the critical path of an offshore 
installation operation. Assembly of the ICP pipe joints, 
including the pipe to connector joints and the pipe-to-pipe 
joints, is accomplished in a controlled manufacturing facility 
onshore. Options for the joining process include friction 
joining which results in pipe joints that are 100% parent 
metal, and exhibit fatigue and strength properties that are 
comparable to the parent pipe. This friction joining process 
can be fully automated to maximise efficiency and maintain 
the high quality of the joints. GMC is currently conducting 
friction-joining trials to qualify the process for high strength, 
high fatigue, and corrosive service requirements. 

Even for conventionally welded pipe joints, the ability 
to complete all welds in a controlled environment, including 
the ability to perform post-weld heat treatment and internal 
clean-up machining results in joints with superior strength 
and fatigue properties than can be accomplished by offshore 
welding. 

Construction vessels as a pipelayer
With traditionally welded flowlines and risers, the installation 
methodology is limited to existing pipelaying vessels. These 
vessels are equipped with welding and weld repair facilities, 
in addition to inspection facilities. Such offshore overhead 
comes at a cost of both deck space and the associated 
personnel to execute the work. Once welding is eliminated 
from the deck of a vessel and the flowline or riser is 
mechanically assembled, the vessel and personnel requirement 
is greatly reduced. This reduction brings the ability to lay rigid 
pipe within the capability of almost any offshore construction 
vessel. In short, by shifting pipelay and riser construction to 
a smaller equally capable vessel, the cost is greatly reduced. 
Similarly, by going to a repeatable mechanical connection and 
not welding, the overall time of the installation operation, and 
therefore the cost, is significantly reduced.

These savings and efficiency can be similarly deployed 
for application in a lazy wave steel catenary riser (LWSCR), 
freestanding hybrid riser (FSHR), pipe-in-pipe, TLP and hybrid 
riser tower tendons, drilling risers, and conductors, amongst 
others. The benefits of ICP has prompted ulstein sea of 
solutions to form a partnership and design a next-generation 
construction/pipelay vessel that leverages the benefits of ICP.

Mechanical connector
GMC’s mechanical connector is the enabling technology 
behind ICP. The connector is an axially made-up pin and 
box type connector designed to meet the requirements of 
ISO 13628 and API 2RD, and is fully qualified to the testing 
requirements per ISO 21329. The connector provides a high 
strength, fatigue resistant connection that can be quickly 
and reliably made up offshore. The GMC riser and flowline 
connector has numerous improvements and benefits over 
other connected solutions currently in the market. A few are:

 ) Redundant sealing mechanism: three separate seals are 
incorporated into the design including an internal metal 
to metal ‘spacer’ seal, an internal metal to metal ‘nib’ seal, 
and an external metal to metal ‘nib’ seal. Figure 2 illustrates 
the three sealing locations and the metal-to-metal contact 
areas that comprise the connector sealing mechanism.

Figure 3. Ulstein Sea of Solutions designed vessel incorporating 
ICP technology.

Figure 1. Lifecycle of ICP pipe, from the connector fabrication 
to a complete pipeline delivered to quayside.

Figure 2. A midrange construction vessel adapted for rigid 
pipelay.
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 ) Corrosive service compatible: the connector has 
pre-loaded ID and OD shoulder which prevents any 
possibility of crevice corrosion or ‘leak’ path. In corrosive 
environment applications, the internal spacer ring is 
manufactured from CRA material and the connector ID is 
CRA clad, which ensures continuous corrosion resistant 
cladding throughout the pipe bore.

 ) Fatigue resistance: the highly fatigue resistant properties 
of this connector make this the ideal solution for dynamic 
applications, such as steel catenary risers (SCRs). Extensive 
fatigue testing has been completed, which demonstrated 
the ability of the connector to meet or exceed DNV C1 
curves for fatigue. Using a connected riser pipe extends 
the design life of the riser, even in high fatigue areas like 
the hang-off and touchdown locations.

 ) Fast and reliable make-up: the connectors are reusable, and 
the installed pipe can be recovered in reverse sequence. It 
can also be cleaned, surveyed, and stored for reuse.

Improved economics: freestanding hybrid riser 
case
GMC analysed a fabrication and installation campaign for 
three freestanding hybrid risers (FSHR) in 2570 m WD. The cost 
of the overall project of engineering, project management, 
procurement, fabrication and installation of the risers was 
compared between a welded reeled base case and an ICP case. 
Using conservative assumptions on the production rate of the 
ICP vessels and base vessels costs, the economic advantage 
of using a connected solution for the FSHRs is at least a 20% 
overall savings. This comparison was done for a reelable riser. 
When the risers need to be assembled by welding offshore, 
such as with j-lay, the economics get much better. 

Further to the economic case is the risk management 
argument. While a reelable or welded riser can only be 
installed from a highly specialised and dedicated vessel, 
of which there are not many, the connected risers do not 
depend on these vessels, but rather can be installed by 
using a construction vessel of opportunity. This results in 
project costs that can subject to the market driven pricing 
for the pipelay vessel. On the other hand, the same pricing 

volatility has not been seen with the construction vessel 
market. Furthermore, the ICP capable vessel can continue with 
other project tasks related to the FSHR installation, thereby 
necessitating only one vessel mobilisation for both FSHR 
installation and general construction duties. 

We find ourselves in an economic environment where 
the costs of offshore developments have to decrease. Some 
of these reductions can be achieved by reducing supply 
chain margins. However, the true savings will come from the 
implementation of innovative and robust technologies. ICP can 
offer a solution. 

Figure 5. EPCI project cost for the Free Standing Hybrid Risers 
showing significant savings using ICP.

Figure 4. GMC mechanical connector.
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